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Abstract

Does risk aversion lead to softer or fiercer competition? To give a complete answer, I provide

a framework that can accommodate a wide range of alternative assumptions regarding the

nature of competition and types of uncertainty. I show how more risk aversion will influence

a firm's best response strategies, and that competition is unambiguously softer only in case of

marginal cost uncertainty. In contrast to risk neutrality, the best response strategies depend on

the level of fixed costs. This fact is extended to cover strategic investment models, and to

analyse the importance of accumulated profits. I conclude by a discussion of how it is

possible to test for risk-averse behaviour in oligopoly by conditioning on the type of

uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

A standard assumption in oligopoly theory is that firms are risk-neutral. However, there are

several reasons for why firms may act as if they were risk-averse. Some of the factors that can

be invoked are non-diversified owners, liquidity constraints, costly financial distress, and non-

linear tax systems. And even if owners themselves wish to maximise expected profits,

delegation of control to a risk-averse manager, whose payment is linked to firm performance,

may cause the firm to behave in a risk-averse manner. Empirically, the reluctance to bear risk

is evidenced by the extent of corporate hedging activity (see e.g. Géczy et al., 1997, Tufano,

1996, and Nance et al., 1993). In spite of this, surprisingly little work has focused on the

effects of risk aversion on competition. In particular, there has been very little effort spent on

trying to derive empirically testable predictions regarding the effects of risk aversion on

competition.

Altering the assumption of risk-neutrality has several implications for the product

market competition. Early works examined perfect competition and monopoly settings.

Pioneering analyses by Baron (1970) and Sandmo (1971) show how increased uncertainty

about price lowers the quantity produced in perfectly competitive markets. In a monopoly

framework, Baron (1971) and Leland (1972) derived similar results. Some questions that been

addressed in an oligopoly framework include price leadership (Holthausen, 1979);

information sharing (Hviid, 1989, and Kao and Hughes, 1993); product differentiation

(Tessiotore, 1994); the Bertrand paradox (Wambach, 1999); locational choice (Mai et al.,

1993); and equilibrium market structure (Appelbaum and Katz, 1986, and Haruna, 1996).

Other studies have considered how the presence of futures and forwards markets may

influence competition (Eldor and Zilcha, 1990, and Hughes and Kao, 1997), or the effects of

hedging strategies and investment (Froot et al., 1993). Common to previous works is that they

have employed specific assumptions on the nature of competition and uncertainty (e.g.

Cournot competition with demand uncertainty). It is widely accepted, however, that many

predictions from oligopoly models are sensitive to the fine details (often very difficult, if not
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impossible, to observe in practice) and it therefore seems appropriate to ask whether some

results can be empirically validated.

In this paper I present a general framework to study the strategy choice of risk-averse

firms. I consider how the nature of competition interacts with the type of uncertainty firms

meet, which is found to be crucial in deriving predictions on the intensity of competition

between risk-averse firms. The key assumption that I need is that profits and marginal profits

are monotone in the realisation of uncertainty over the relevant set of strategies; a property

that is satisfied by most common forms of uncertainty and profit functions. Given that

uncertainty conforms to this, no distributional assumptions are made other than a bounded

support.

The key intuition behind the effects of risk aversion is that firms gives relatively

greater weight to realisations where profits are low. Its best response strategies are therefore

geared towards relatively good performance in low profit states. For example, profits are low

in states where marginal costs are high. In order to limit exposure to these realisations the

risk-averse firm wishes to restrict output. This corresponds to low best response quantities, or

high best response prices. With demand uncertainty, profits are low in states where demand is

low. The risk-averse firm can insure against these cases by best response strategies that

perform well in low demand states. Such strategies will involve low quantities, or low prices.

An important result is that competition will be unambiguously softer only with marginal cost

uncertainty. With demand uncertainty, risk aversion makes quantity competition softer but

price competition fiercer.

In contrast to previous works on risk-averse oligopolies I allow for decreasing absolute

risk aversion. If the objective function has this property then fixed costs influence the best-

response strategies by increasing risk aversion. I extend this logic to analyse the effectiveness

of strategic investments in capacity, and the importance of accumulated profits. Further, I

examine to what extent more risk influences the best response functions. The paper concludes

with remarks on available evidence, and suggests empirical tests for strategic effects of risk

aversion.
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At this point, I wish to emphasize that although the presentation refers to situations

where uncertainty is about demand/costs conditions and firms use prices/quantities as their

strategic variables, the framework can accommodate many different situations where risk-

averse firms compete. In fact, much of the same intuition carries over to cases where risk-

averse firms are choosing among risky strategies such as R&D programmes, advertising

campaigns, and capacity investments.

2. The model

The objective of each firm is to maximize its von Neuman - Morgenstern expected utility,

][ iii WEUV = . The uncertain final wealth is iiii fwW −+= π , where iw  is initial wealth,

iπ  is uncertain net operating profits, and 0≥if  is fixed costs of production. The utility

function is twice continuously differentiable and concave, 0>i

WiU  and 0≤i

WW iiU . To

simplify the exposition, I consider a market where two firms simultaneously choose their

strategies. All parameters of the model are common knowledge to the firms.1 The operating

profits of firm i is a twice continuously differentiable function of its strategy, is , and the

strategy of firm j, js  (throughout the paper i≠j). The profit function is assumed to be concave,

0<i
isis

π . There is, except in Section 3.3.1, a single source of uncertainty with a continuous, or

discrete distribution on a bounded support, ),( εεε ∈ .2 To save on notation, arguments in

functions will be suppressed when there is no risk of confusion and i
iUπ
 refers to ii

W iiWU π
.

Differentiating the objective function, V i , w.r.t. is  yields the first-order condition

                                                          
1 Even though it is unrealistic to believe that competitors exactly know each other's utility function, it is not

unreasonable to assume that firms in concentrated markets have a clear idea about their rivals' attitude towards

risk. As mentioned in the introduction, some factors that can influence the objective function are observable to

outsiders (e.g., ownership structure, degree of diversification, and financial situation).

� 6JG OQFGN CDUVTCEVU HTQO RTQDNGOU VJCV CTKUG YJGP VJG QYPGT�OCPCIGT JQNFU QVJGT CUUGVU� YJQUG TGVWTPU CTG

EQTTGNCVGF YKVJ VJG RTQHKVU� (QT YQTMU VJCV KPEQTRQTCVG UWEJ CURGEVU UGG $WIJKP 
������ *CTTKU 
����� CPF

6GUUKQVQTG 
������
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0== i

s

ii

s iii EUV π
π

. (1)

To ensure that a unique stable Nash equilibrium (NE) exists I will assume that

0>− j

ss

i

ss

j

ss

i

ss ijjijjii VVVV , (see Dixit, 1986).

Let firm i's best-response function be )( ji sb , such that )( jii sbs =  satisfies (1) for a

given js . The NE strategies, denoted *is  and *js , satisfies )( ** jii sbs =  and )( ** ijj sbs = . The

slope of the best-response function, obtained by differentiating (1) w.r.t. is  and js , is

i

ss

i

ss

i

s iijij VVb /−= , where 0<i

ss iiV  from the second-order condition. In the terminology of

Bulow et al. (1985), is  and js  are strategic substitutes if best-response functions are

downward sloping, 0<i

ss jiV , and strategic complements if best-response functions are

upward sloping, 0>i

ss jiV . Although I will informally refer to the strategies as "quantities" and

"prices" for strategic substitutes and strategic complements, respectively, the framework

applies equally well to other strategic choices (e.g., R&D and advertising expenditures, and

capacity investments).3

To give the intuition of how risk aversion influences firm i's strategy choice it is useful

to rewrite (1), by applying the property i

s

ii

s

ii

s

i
iiiiii EEUEUUCov πππ

πππ −=),( , as

0
),(

=+
i

i

s

i

i

s
i

ii

i

EU

UCov
E

π

π
π

π . (2)

The denominator in the second term is positive, and clearly if firm i is risk-neutral then the

covariance term is zero (the marginal utility is constant, and thereby independent of marginal

profits). With decreasing marginal utility, in contrast, higher profits yield lower marginal

utilities. The question is therefore how profits and marginal profits are related.

                                                          
� ,WUV CU KP VJG ECUG YKVJ TKUM�PGWVTCNKV[� KV KU RQUUKDNG VQ EQPUVTWEV ECUGU YJGTG HKTOU UGV SWCPVKVKGU 
RTKEGU� DWV

YJGTG VJG FGOCPF CPF EQUV HWPEVKQPU OCMG VJG UVTCVGIKGU UVTCVGIKE EQORNGOGPVU 
UWDUVKVWVGU� QXGT UQOG TCPIG�

(QT GCUG QH GZRQUKVKQP� JGTG KV KU CUUWOGF VJCV VJG DGUV TGURQPUG HWPEVKQPU CTG DQVJ GKVJGT RQUKVKXG� QT PGICVKXG

QXGT VJG TGNGXCPV TCPIG QH UVTCVGIKGU�
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At this point, I make one further assumption: profits and marginal profits are monotone

in ε for ji ss ,∀ . The condition, for a continuous distribution of ε, is summarized as4

  

. 1 denoted is which ,,for    0),,(

or   1; denoted is which ,,for    0),,(

either and  ,,for      0),,(
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(A1)

(A1) greatly simplifies the treatment of risk-averse firms in oligopoly. For 0>iρ ,

realisations with high profits (and thereby low marginal utilities) have high marginal profits.

Conversely, realisations with low profits (and, correspondingly, high marginal utilities) have

low marginal profits. For 0<iρ , the reverse is true (i.e., realisations with high (low) profits

have low (high) marginal profits). I will refer to the first case as a positive correlation between

profits and marginal profits, and the second case as a negative correlation. States with low

profits are low (high) are 'low' or 'bad' ('high' or 'good'). The monotonicity assumption (A1)

ensures that a negative (positive) correlation between profits and marginal profits translates

into a positive (negative) correlation between marginal utility and marginal profits. In Section

3.1.1 below, it is discussed how the sign of iρ  depends on whether the uncertainty is about

demand or costs, and if strategies are "quantities" or "prices". The restrictions (A1) imposes

on uncertainty in demand/cost conditions are examined in Section 4.

Now it is immediately clear that to satisfy (2), the expected marginal profit must be of

same sign as the correlation between iπ  and i

siπ , since it is the opposite of the correlation

between i
iUπ
 and i

siπ . To see the implications in a non-strategic setting, consider a

monopolist who has to set a single price or quantity under uncertainty. Let *RNs  be the risk-

neutral choice, defined by 0)( * =RN
s sEπ ; the risk-averse choice is *RAs . There are two cases

depending on the sign of the correlation between iπ  and i

siπ . First, if ρ>0 then it follows

from (2) that 0)( * >RA
s sEπ . From concavity of the profit function 0)( * <RN

ss sπ , which

                                                          
� (QT C FKUETGVG FKUVTKDWVKQP QH ε� VJG EQTTGURQPFKPI EQPFKVKQP KU VJCV� HQT CP[ VYQ TGCNKUCVKQPU ε� CPF ε� ε�� π

KU JKIJGT CV ε� ∀UK�UL� UKIP
ρK� HQNNQYU HTQO VJG TGNCVKQP DGVYGGP πU CV ε� CPF ε�� 0QVG VJCV �π KU KPETGCUKPI KP ε�

KU KP RCTV C EQPXGPVKQP 
KV FGRGPFU QP YJGVJGT VJG UWRRQTV QH ε KU FGHKPGF QXGT RQUKVKXG QT PGICVKXG XCNWGU��
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implies that ** RARN ss > . Second, if ρ<0 then 0)( * <RA
s sEπ , and thus ** RARN ss < . In words, if

the correlation between profits and marginal profits is positive, then a quantity (price) setting

risk-averse monopolist sets a lower quantity (price) than a risk-neutral counterpart. On the

other hand, if the correlation is negative then the risk-averse monopolist sets a higher price or

a higher quantity. This is essentially the result of Baron (1971). In the next section it will be

shown how this carries over to different oligopoly settings.

3. Competition among risk-averse firms

3.1 The effects of risk aversion on prices and quantities

The first issue to examine is how firm i's risk aversion influences its strategy choice, holding

firm j's risk aversion constant. To do so, define a new utility function, ])[(][ˆ iiii WUGWU = ,

where G is a positive, increasing, and concave function ( 0>iU
G  and 0<iiUU

G ).5 Hence,

firm i is more risk-averse with utility function iÛ  than with iU . The first-order condition

with iÛ  is

0ˆˆ === i

s

i

U

i

s

ii

s iiiiii UEGUEV ππ
ππ

. (1')

The corresponding best-response strategy, denoted )(ˆ ji sb , will be compared to )( ji sb , for a

given js . The question is if ib̂  is higher or lower than ib . Note that if 0=iiUU
G  (i.e., iÛ  and

iU  are equally risk-averse) then ib  also satisfies (1'), since iU
G  can be moved outside the

expectations operator. The same is not true for 0<iiUU
G .

Consider first the case where 0>iρ . A realisation with low i

siπ  will carry a greater

weight in (1') than in (1). The reason is that iπ  is also low, which implies a low iU  and

thereby a high iU
G  (from 0<iiUU

G ). Analogously, a realisation where i
siπ  is high will carry

less weight in (1') than in (1). Taken together, this shows that ib  would result in

0<i

s

i

U iiiUEG π
π

. Compared to ib , ib̂  must have higher i

siπ  and iπ  in the low realisations
                                                          
� + CO ITCVGHWN HQT CP CPQP[OQWU TGHGTGG	U UWIIGUVKQP VQ WUG VJG HQTOWNCVKQP YKVJ VJG )�HWPEVKQP� CPF HQT

DTKPIKPI O[ CVVGPVKQP VQ 'GEMJQWFV CPF )QNNKGT 
������
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and, consequently, lower i
siπ  and iπ  in the high realisations. To see that this is accomplished

by ii bb <ˆ , note that in the lowest (highest) realisations 0<i

siπ  ( 0>i

siπ ) and that the profit

function is concave, 0<i

ss iiπ . Hence, to increase i
siπ  in the low realisations, and decrease it

in the high realisations, it is necessary that ii bb <ˆ .

Repeating the same steps for 0<iρ  is straightforward. Here, a realisation where i

siπ  is

low (high) will correspond to high (low) iπ , high (low) iU , and small (large) weights, iU
G . It

follows that ib  would give 0>i

s

i

U iiiUEG ππ
. To satisfy (1') calls for a strategy with lower

(higher) i

siπ  in the lowest (highest) realisations. Again, from the concavity of the profit

function it follows that ii bb >ˆ .6

Having derived the relation between the best-response strategies )(ˆ ji sb  and )( ji sb , the

relation between firm i's NE strategies follows directly, since firm j's best-response function is

unchanged. For 0>iρ , note that )()(ˆ jiji sbsb <  holds for any js , in particular *js  where

*** )()(ˆ ijiji ssbsb =< . It is thus immediately clear that **ˆ ii ss < . Reversing the sign of iρ

yields **ˆ ii ss > . The above discussion is summarized in the key proposition.

Proposition 1: Let iÛ  be a more risk-averse utility function than iU . With a positive

correlation between profits and marginal profits ( 0>iρ ), the corresponding best-response

functions satisfy )()(ˆ jiji sbsb < , and the Nash equilibrium strategies **ˆ ii ss < . For 0<iρ ,

)()(ˆ jiji sbsb >  and **ˆ ii ss > .

Given the sign of iρ , the effect from changing firm i's risk aversion on firm j's NE

strategy is dependent on the slope of the best-response functions. It is a standard exercise to

show that if a change in firm i's first-order condition (holding firm j's first-order condition

constant) results in a change from *is  to *ˆis  then the change from *js  to *ˆ js  will be in the

same (opposite) direction for 0>i

ss jiV  ( 0<i

ss jiV ). For instance, with 0>iρ  it was shown that

                                                          
� 0QVG VJG CPCNQI[ YKVJ VJG TKUM�PGWVTCN�TKUM�CXGTUG OQPQRQNKUV KP VJG RTGXKQWU UGEVKQP� KVU RTKEG QT SWCPVKV[

YCU JKIJGT 
NQYGT� YJGP ρ � 
ρ���� +P QNKIQRQN[� HKTO K KU C �OQPQRQNKUV� QP KVU TGUKFWCN FGOCPF EWTXG�

6JG EQWPVGTRCTV VQ VJG OQPQRQNKUV	U EJQKEG KU HKTO K	U DGUV TGURQPUG HWPEVKQP�
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**ˆ ii ss < , which with downward sloping best-response functions, 0<i

ss jiV , corresponds to

**ˆ jj ss > . This is summarized in the following corollary to Proposition 1.

Corollary 1:  By making firm i more risk-averse its Nash equilibrium strategy change from

*is  to *ˆis  The change in firm j's Nash equilibrium strategy will be in the same (opposite)

direction as the change in firm i's Nash equilibrium strategy if 0>i

ss jiV  ( 0<i

ss jiV ).

Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 are illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B. The best-response

functions corresponding to iU  and jU  are lines, those associated with the more risk-averse

iÛ  are dashed. As shown in Figure 1A, the iso-profit function of firm i does not have an

extreme point at any of the Nash equilibria (the iso-utility functions would).

[FIGURES 1A AND 1B ABOUT HERE]

In Appendix 1, I make a specific distributional assumption, namely that profits and

marginal profits are approximately normally distributed. This allows the first-order condition

(1) to be formulated in terms of the expected marginal profit, the Arrow-Pratt measure of

global absolute risk aversion, and the correlation coefficient between profits and marginal

profits.

3.1.1 Illustration of the correlation between profits and marginal profits

Can anything be said about the sign of iρ ? As an illustration consider two familiar profit

functions, based on linear demand for differentiated products and constant marginal cost,

ecsbsbbasss jiijii +−−−= )(),,( 210επ (I1)

esbsbbcsass jiijii ++−−= ))((),,( 210επ , (I2)

with corresponding marginal profits

)2(),,( 210 csbsbbass jiji
i

i

s
−−−=επ (I3)
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))2((),,( 210
jiji

i sbcsbbassi

s
+−−=επ , (I4)

where ε refers to either a, b0, b1, b2, c, or e. For positive values of b1 and b2<b1, strategies are

strategic substitutes (quantities) in (I1) and strategic complements (prices) in (I2).7 8 Now let ε

be uncertain with support ),( εε  of positive values. The signs of iρ  in Table 1 are easily

verified.

Table 1. Correlation between profit and marginal profit.

),( εε∈a ),(0 εε∈b ),(1 εε∈b ),(2 εε∈b ),( εε∈c ),( εε∈e

Strategic
Substitutes (I1) 0

<
>iρ 0>iρ 0>iρ 0>iρ 0>iρ 0=iρ

Strategic
Complements (I2) 0

<
>iρ 0>iρ 0>iρ 0>iρ 0<iρ 0=iρ

With demand uncertainty (b0, b1, b2), 0>iρ  for both strategic substitutes and

complements. That 0>iρ  also holds for marginal cost uncertainty (c) and strategic

substitutes. In all these cases, realisations with high profits also have high marginal profits.

The only case where 0<iρ  is with marginal cost uncertainty and strategic complements.

Additive uncertainty (e) results in zero correlation, and is therefore irrelevant in the choice of

strategy.9 Finally, the reason for why multiplicative uncertainty (a) can result in either positive

or negative correlation is that the sign of the marginal profit depends on the values of is  and

js . Since multiplicative uncertainty does not conform with (A1) in general, the following

treatment focuses on demand and cost uncertainty.

                                                          
� 
+�� CPF 
+�� CTG GZCORNGU QH RQN[PQOKCN RTQHKV HWPEVKQPU VJCV JCXG C URGEKCN RTQRGTV[� NKPGCTKV[ KP VJG

RCTCOGVGTU� 6JGUG YKNN UWTHCEG CICKP KP 5GEVKQP ����� KP C FKUEWUUKQP QH OQTG QT NGUU TKUM[ RTQHKV HWPEVKQPU�

� 1H EQWTUG� KH QPG YQWNF NKMG VQ ECNEWNCVG VJG 0CUJ GSWKNKDTKWO UVTCVGIKGU KV KU PGEGUUCT[ VQ KORQUG TGUVTKEVKQPU

QP VJG HKZGF RCTCOGVGTU� CPF VJG UWRRQTV HQT VJG WPEGTVCKP RCTCOGVGT� #U VJKU KU QPN[ CP KNNWUVTCVKQP QH VJG

EQTTGNCVKQP DGVYGGP RTQHKVU CPF OCTIKPCN RTQHKVU KV KU UKORN[ CUUWOGF VJCV CV VJGUG KORNKGF TGUVTKEVKQPU CTG

UCVKUHKGF�

� 0QVG VJCV VJKU CNUQ KORNKGU VJCV WPEGTVCKPV[ CDQWV VJG NGXGN QH HKZGF EQUVU KU KIPQTGF D[ VJG TKUM�CXGTUG HKTO 
KV

YKNN� JQYGXGT� TGFWEG KVU GZRGEVGF WVKNKV[�� UKPEG QPG EQWNF LWUV FGHKPG VJG RTQHKVU CU QRGTCVKPI RTQHKVU PGV QH

HKZGF EQUVU�
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3.1.2 Intuition and effects on expected price-cost margins

Proposition 1 and Table 1 suggest a simple intuition for the risk-averse firm's strategy choice.

The risk-averse firm puts relatively greater weight on realisations where profits are low.

Under cost uncertainty, the sign of the correlation between profits and marginal profits, is

dependent on whether firms set quantities or prices, and best-response quantities are low, and

best-response prices are high. The intuition is that a high price, or a low quantity, protects the

firm by restricting output in the high cost states. Under demand uncertainty (positive

correlation between profit and marginal profit), low quantities and low prices are optimal in

the low demand states. For this reason, more risk aversion shifts the best-response function

downward.

Proposition 1 provides an immediate implication of an increase in firm i's risk aversion

on its expected price-cost margin. With cost uncertainty, the price of its product in the NE

will increase - irrespective of the nature of competition. This implies that its expected price-

cost margin is increasing in its risk aversion. The same prediction can not be drawn for

demand uncertainty, since its price in NE is lower if firms are competing in prices, but higher

if competition is in quantities.

Corollary 1 can be used to determine if firm j's expected price-cost margin is also

unambiguously higher under cost uncertainty. With price competition, firm j's NE price is

higher, and so is its expected price-cost margin. With quantity competition, on the other hand,

the issue is more involved as firm j's NE quantity is higher, which tends to counteract the

effect firm i's lower NE quantity has on the price of firm j's product. A priori it is not clear

which effect that dominates, and I am not aware of any general result that extends to

differentiated products. However, reference to a simple argument provides the intuition for

why firm j's price in NE should increase. Note that how much firm j's NE quantity increases

depends on the degree of product differentiation: the greatest increase is when the two firms'

products are homogenous; the smallest increases are when demands are almost independent.

For homogenous products, firm j's NE quantity will increase by less than the decrease in firm

i's NE quantity (see e.g., Dixit, 1986). It follows that the price of firm j's (and firm i's) product
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in NE is higher, and so is firm j's expected price-cost margin. At the other end, with

completely independent demands, there is no price effect. Although this is not a rigorous

proof that the expected price-cost margin of the rival rises when there is cost uncertainty, it

nevertheless strongly suggests that an increase in a competitor's risk-aversion tends to have

this effect.10

So far, only a change in one firm's risk aversion has been considered. Can anything be

said when both firms' risk aversion is increased, in the presence of cost uncertainty? That the

answer is yes follows from the same analysis as in the preceding two paragraphs. Without

repeating the argument: under cost uncertainty the expected price-cost margin for each firm is

higher the more risk-averse firms are. Predictions for demand uncertainty will hinge on the

nature of competition.

3.2 Fixed costs

The level of fixed costs is irrelevant for the choice of strategy in a one-shot game with risk-

neutral players. This, in general, does not hold for risk-averse players. In this section, I

therefore examine how best response functions depend on fixed costs.

It seems uncontroversial to assume that the absolute risk aversion, i

w

i

ww

ii
iii UUwr /)( −≡ ,

is decreasing in iw  or, equivalently, increasing in if . For utility functions with decreasing

absolute risk aversion (DARA), an increase in fixed costs from if  to if̂  makes firm i more

risk-averse. How does this effect its best-response function? The answer follows directly from

Proposition 1, which referred to the general case of a change in risk aversion, since, under

DARA, an increase in fixed costs is equivalent to an increase in risk aversion. Hence, no new

proof is needed to state the second proposition.

                                                          
�� +P VJG FKUEWUUKQP KV YCU VCEKVN[ CUUWOGF VJCV OCTIKPCN EQUVU YGTG EQPUVCPV� DWV WPEGTVCKP HQT QPG HKTO� # HWNN

RTQQH QH VJG GHHGEVU QP GZRGEVGF RTKEG�EQUV OCTIKPU YQWNF PGGF VQ KPEQTRQTCVG ECUGU YKVJ KPETGCUKPI� QT

FGETGCUKPI OCTIKPCN EQUVU� +P VJG URGEKCN ECUG YJGTG OCTIKPCN EQUVU CTG EQPUVCPV� CPF HKTO L	U KPXGTUG FGOCPF

KU QH VJG HQTO RL � D� � D�SL � D�SK YKVJ D�≥D� �� KV ECP DG XGTKHKGF VJCV KVU GZRGEVGF RTKEG�EQUV OCTIKP KPETGCUGU�
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Proposition 2: Let firm i's utility function have decreasing absolute risk aversion, such that

increasing the fixed costs from if  to if̂  makes the firm more risk-averse. With a positive

correlation between profits and marginal profits ( 0>iρ ), its best-response functions for the

two levels of fixed costs satisfy )()(ˆ jiji sbsb < , and the Nash equilibrium strategies **ˆ ii ss < .

For 0<iρ , )()(ˆ jiji sbsb >  and **ˆ ii ss > .

For 0>iρ , an increase in firm i's fixed cost leads to a lower best-response strategy. The

intuition is simple: higher fixed costs make the bad realisations even worse for a risk-averse

firm. To reduce the impact of these, the risk-averse firm lowers its quantity or price, to be

better adjusted in the bad realisations. For 0<iρ , firm i will increase its price to limit the

exposure to states with high marginal costs. The extent to which an increase in firm i's fixed

costs increase its, and firm j's, expected price-cost margins follows from Section 3.1.2.

Proposition 2 corresponds to results in the early works of Baron (1970), Sandmo (1971)

and Leland (1972) for perfectly competitive and monopoly environments. It is straightforward

to extend Proposition 2 to cover two forms of strategic investment models.

3.2.1 Strategic sunk cost investments

Proposition 2 has direct implications for the class of strategic investment models which

involves an initial fixed (sunk) outlay; see Tirole (1988) for various applications. The

intuition is that the investment reduces the firm's wealth, and thereby changes its risk aversion

in the future.

As an illustration, in the quintessential strategic investment model of Dixit (1980), it is

assumed that an incumbent firm, faced with a potential entrant, can make a sunk investment in

a cost reducing technology. By pursuing the investment it can commit to an output expansion

in a second stage. Let the competition be in quantities, 0<i

ss jiV , and depart from the standard

set-up by introducing demand uncertainty in second stage ( 0>iρ ).

The only effect that the investment has for a risk-neutral firm is to increase the best-

response quantity by lowering cost of production. To a risk-averse incumbent there is a

counteracting effect, since the investment also reduces its wealth level and thereby increases
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its risk aversion. In Proposition 2 it was shown that this reduces its second stage best-response

strategy. Hence, the cost reducing investment is less attractive to a quantity setting risk-averse

incumbent. On the other hand, if competition is in prices, 0>i

ss jiV , the two effects work in

the same direction: lower costs of production tend to reduce its price and demand uncertainty

reinforces this effect. Therefore the price setting risk-averse incumbent can achieve the same

strategic effect by a smaller investment.

Finally, note that uncertainty regarding marginal costs makes the strategic investment

less effective for both quantity and price competition. The reason is that higher fixed costs

tend to lower quantities, or raise prices, and thereby counteract the cost reduction achieved by

the investment.

3.2.2 Relevance of accumulated profits

Just as fixed costs influence the risk-averse best-response function so do past profits. To

illustrate, consider a two period model where firm i is risk-averse (with DARA) and firm j is

risk-neutral. Further, there are no fixed costs and the only uncertainty arise in second period,

such that the objective functions are ][ 21 iiii wEU ππ ++  and 21 jj Eππ + .11

At t=2, the risk-neutral firm j maximizes expected profits, irrespective of its period one

profits. This, however, is not the case with the risk-averse firm. Its best-response function

depends on the first period profit, ),( 122 iji sb π . The only additional strategic element in this

setting is that at t=1, the risk-neutral firm needs to take into account how its choice of 1js

influences 1iπ , as that will determine the risk-averse firm's behaviour at t=2.

At t=1, firm j's first-order condition is

01221
1121 =+ i

s

ij

s

j

s jiij bE πππ
π

, (3)

where the second term is the strategic effect. (Note that its first-order condition at t=2 is

02
2 =j

s jEπ , which is why there is no indirect effect on firm j's own best-response - the

                                                          
�� +V KU RQUUKDNG VQ IGPGTCNKUG VJG HTCOGYQTM VQ VYQ TKUM�CXGTUG HKTOU� # HWTVJGT GZVGPUKQP KU VQ KPVTQFWEG

WPEGTVCKPV[ KP DQVJ RGTKQFU� 6JG CFFKVKQPCN EQORNKECVKQP KU VJCV QPG PGGFU VQ OQFGN VJG EQTTGNCVKQP QH

TGCNKUCVKQPU CETQUU RGTKQFU 
HQT KPUVCPEG� YJGVJGT FGOCPF UJQEMU CTG RQUKVKXGN[ QT PGICVKXGN[ CWVQEQTTGNCVGF��
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envelope property.)12 Under the assumption that the game firms play is symmetric, in the

sense that )(sign)(sign 12
12

i

s

j

s ji ππ = , the sign of the strategic effect depends only on the sign of

2
1

i
ib

π
. This is where Proposition 2 comes into play - period one profits is just the opposite of

fixed costs. There will be two cases depending on )(sign iρ .

For 0>iρ , the risk-averse firm's best-response strategy is increasing in its period one

profit, 02
1 >i

ib
π

. To satisfy (3), firm j's marginal profit at t=1 must then be negative. From

concavity of the profit function, addition of the strategic effect gives a higher best-response

strategy at t=1 than that defined by 01
1 =j

s jπ . The intuition behind the strategic effect is as

follows for quantity, and price setting firms. The quantity setting firm j will be more

aggressive, in the sense that its best response-function quantity is higher, to reduce the risk-

averse firm's profit. The motive is that this makes firm i more risk-averse, which leads to a

lower best-response quantity at t=2. Conversely, the price setting firm j prices less

aggressively, in order to meet a less risk-averse firm. In a price competition setting where

0<iρ  the situation is reversed. Firm j prices low in the first period to reduce the risk-averse

firm's profit. This induces the risk-averse firm to set a higher price at t=2.13

3.3 Firm specific risk and market risk

For empirical testing it is desirable to have predictions on how an increase in risk influences

the risk-averse best-response function. To address this question the notion of "an increase in

risk" must be defined. Let )(0 xF  be a cumulative density function (cdf) of a random variable

                                                          
�� 6JGTG KU PQ UVTCVGIKE GHHGEV KP HKTO K	U HKTUV�QTFGT EQPFKVKQP CV V��� UKPEG HKTO L CNYC[U OCZKOK\GU GZRGEVGF

RTQHKVU KP VJG UGEQPF RGTKQF� (WTVJGT� KV HQNNQYU HTQO VJG GPXGNQRG RTQRGTV[ VJCV VJGTG KU PQ KPFKTGEV GHHGEV HTQO

HKTO K	U HKTUV RGTKQF UVTCVGI[ EJQKEG QP KVU QYP DGJCXKQWT CV V��� +P HCEV� HKTO K YKNN DGJCXG CU KV YCU TKUM�

PGWVTCN CV V��� UKPEG VJGTG KU PQ WPEGTVCKPV[ CV VJKU UVCIG�

�� 6JG KPUKIJV VJCV RCUV RTQHKVU OCVVGT HQT HWVWTG EQORGVKVKQP KU TGNCVGF VQ VJG OQFGN D[ )NC\GT 
������ YJGTG

KPFGDVGF HKTOU EQORGVG KP SWCPVKVKGU KP VYQ RGTKQFU� .KOKVGF NKCDKNKV[ QH GSWKV[ JQNFGTU OCMG VJGO TKUM

UGGMKPI� CPF OQTG UQ VJG OQTG QWVUVCPFKPI FGDV VJGTG KU� (KTUV RGTKQF RTQHKVU YKNN FGVGTOKPG VJG PGV FGDV KP VJG

UGEQPF RGTKQF� 9KVJ SWCPVKV[ EQORGVKVKQP� KV KU UJQYP VJCV HKTOU YKNN TGFWEG VJGKT SWCPVKVKGU VQ IKXG VJG

EQORGVKVQT JKIJGT RTQHKVU� YJKEJ OCMGU UGEQPF RGTKQF EQORGVKVKQP UQHVGT� 4KUM CXGTUKQP JCU VJG QRRQUKVG

GHHGEV� VJG TKUM�PGWVTCN HKTO GZRCPFU QWVRWV VQ TGFWEG VJG RTQHKVU QH VJG TKXCN� CPF VJGTGD[ KPETGCUG KVU UGEQPF

RGTKQF TKUM CXGTUKQP VQ UQHVGP EQORGVKVKQP�
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x, with support on the bounded interval ),( xx , which will be compared to a "more risky" cdf,

)(1 xF . If 0F  and 1F  have the same mean then 0F  second-order stochastically dominates

(SSD) 1F  if dxxFdxxF
t

x

t

x ∫∫ ≤
 

 1

 

 0 )()(  for ),( xxt ∈∀ . I will examine two ways in which firm i's

payoff is more risky in the SSD sense. First, by adding a background risk, which is

independent of its operating profit, to its payoff. Second, by letting the operating profit

become more risky.

3.3.1. Background risk

Consider introducing a firm specific background risk, denoted iẑ , to make firm i's payoff

iiii zwW ˆˆ ++= π , rather than iii wW π+= . Let iπ  and iẑ  be independent, and assume

further that iẑ  is an "unfair" risk in the sense that 0ˆ ≤izE  (if 0ˆ =izE  then iiw π+  SSD

iii zw ˆ++ π ). This background risk can be interpreted as uncertain outcomes in other

industries where firm i operates, but which are unrelated to those in the industry where it

competes with firm j. Alternatively, it can be interpreted as uncertainty about fixed costs,

which is orthogonal to the uncertain operating profit. To analyse the consequences for risk

taking behaviour, construct a derived utility function by ]ˆ[][ˆ iiiii zwEUwU += .

Gollier and Pratt (1996) define risk-vulnerability such as for any unfair risk ( 0ˆ ≤izE ):

≤−≡ ][/][)( ii

w

ii

ww

ii wUwUwr iii ]ˆ[/]ˆ[ iii

w

iii

ww
zwEUzwEU iii ++−  for iw∀ . A sufficient

condition for this property is that ir  is positive, decreasing and convex.14 They show that if

firm i is risk-vulnerable, it is more averse to a risk in iπ  with utility iÛ  (where the

background risk is present) than with iU .15 Kimball (1993) provides an alternative restriction

on the utility function iU  to ensure that iÛ  is more risk-averse, namely that iU  displays

standard risk aversion, which is equivalent to DARA and decreasing absolute prudence, DAP

( i

ww

i

www iiiii UU /−  is positive and decreasing in iw ). By abusing notation, let firm i's best

                                                          
�� 6JKU EQPFKVKQP KU UCVKUHKGF HQT VJG ENCUU QH WVKNKV[ HWPEVKQPU YKVJ J[RGTDQNKE CDUQNWVG TKUM CXGTUKQP� *#4#�

YJKEJ GPEQORCUUGU OQUV EQOOQP WVKNKV[ HWPEVKQPU�

�� 6JG EQORCTKUQP YCU DGVYGGP YJGP DCEMITQWPF TKUM KU RTGUGPV CPF YJGP KV KU PQV� 'GEMJQWFV GV CN� 
�����

EQPUKFGT VJG OQTG IGPGTCN ECUG YJGTG QPG DCEMITQWPF TKUM 55& CPQVJGT� 6JG[ UJQY VJCV TGUVTKEVKQPU UKOKNCT VQ

TKUM�XWNPGTCDKNKV[ CUUWTG VJCV DGJCXKQWT KU OQTG TKUM�CXGTUG YJGP VJG DCEMITQWPF TKUM KU OQTG TKUM[�
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response function be )( ji sb  when no background risk is present and )(ˆ ji sb  when it is. The

relation between the two best-response functions follows from Proposition 1.

In the previous paragraph, the background risk was firm specific. The same argument

can be repeated for "economy-wide" background risk, ẑ . This is a risk that affects both firms'

payoff but is unrelated to the market where they compete. Adding this background risk to

each of the two risk-averse firms' payoff will have unambiguous effects on their best response

functions whenever the utility functions are risk-vulnerable/satisfy standard risk aversion.

However, whether the effect on the NE strategies is also clear-cut depends on the slopes of the

best response functions. It can easily be verified that with strategic complements the effect on

the NE strategies is unambiguous, whereas it is not in case of strategic substitutes.16

3.3.2 Market risk

I conclude the examination of changes in risk by a treatment of the analytically more complex

situation where firm i's profit function becomes more risky. This is referred to as an increase

in market risk, and could be thought of as more uncertain demand, or cost conditions. There

are, unfortunately, few general predictions that can be made only from the assumption that

)(0
iF π  SSD )(1

iF π . To understand why, to the profit function described by )(0
iF π ,

),,( επ jii ss , add a disturbance, z, to form )',,( επ jii ss , where ε'=ε+z, Ez=0, and Ez|ε=0.

Denote the new distribution )(1
iF π . Firm i's first-order condition under the two distributions

are

0),,()],,([ =+ επεππ
jii

s

jiiii sssswEU ii  (4)

0),,()],,([ =+++ zsszsswEU jii

s

jiiii
ii επεππ

. (5)

                                                          
�� 6JKU RCTCNNGNU VJG GHHGEV QH EJCPIKPI DQVJ HKTOU	 OCTIKPCN EQUVU KP VJG UCOG FKTGEVKQP� (QT DQVJ HKTO K CPF

HKTO L� JKIJGT OCTIKPCN EQUV UJKHVU KVU DGUV TGURQPUG RTKEGU 
SWCPVKVKGU� WR 
FQYP�� $WV YJGTGCU VJG QVJGT HKTO	U

DGUV TGURQPUG VQ C JKIJGT RTKEG D[ VJG TKXCN KU VQ KPETGCUG KVU RTKEG� KVU DGUV TGURQPUG VQ C NQYGT SWCPVKV[ D[ VJG

TKXCN KU VQ KPETGCUG KVU SWCPVKV[� +P VJG RTKEG UGVVKPI ECUG VJG VYQ GHHGEVU YQTM KP VJG UCOG FKTGEVKQP� DWV YKVJ

SWCPVKV[ UGVVKPI HKTOU VJG VQVCN GHHGEV QP VJG 0' UVTCVGIKGU FGRGPFU QP VJG TGNCVKXG UVTGPIVJU QH VYQ QRRQUKPI

GHHGEVU� '�I�� &KZKV 
����� RTQXKFGU EQPFKVKQPU HQT WPCODKIWQWU GHHGEVU KP C TKUM�PGWVTCN OCTMGV�
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There are several problems involved in comparing the best-response functions defined

by (4) and (5), which I denote )( ji sb  and )(ˆ ji sb , respectively. A minor problem is that for

many profit functions, monotonicity of iπ  and i

siπ  in ε (as required by (A1)) is no guarantee

that ),,(),,( zssEssE jiijii += επεπ , such it can't be asserted that 0F  SSD 1F .17 When SSD

does not follow from ε'=ε+z, one has to define a joint function, ε'=f(ε,z), such that it does.

The conjecture is that this approach is unlikely to prove tractable. The reason is a fundamental

problem, namely that )(0
iF π  SSD )(1

iF π  does not provide sufficient information on the joint

distribution of marginal profits and marginal utilities.18 Hence, in general it is difficult to

compare )( ji sb  and )(ˆ ji sb .

To show that SSD can be sufficient to obtain predictions on the best response functions,

I examine the two profit functions (I1) and (I2) from Section 3.1.1. To simplify the proofs

(given in Appendix 2), I use the simplest conceivable setting, where ε'=ε+z, Ez=0, Ez|ε=0, z

has only two outcomes, and ε and ε' refers to one of the parameters b0, b1, b2, or c. Hence, the

first-order conditions are given by (4) and (5). It is easy to verify that )(0
iF π  SSD )(1

iF π .

In the most bare bones case there is no uncertainty about ε (i.e., )(0
iF π  is degenerate).

Let the best-response functions, conditional on ε, be denoted )|( εji sb  and )|(ˆ εji sb . As

noted above, a priori  it is not clear how two profit functions with the same mean but different

distributions will translate into best response functions. In Appendix 2, I show that

)|( εji sb > )|(ˆ εji sb  when 0>iρ .19 In words, the best response strategies for the risky

distribution are lower when there is a positive correlation between profits and marginal

                                                          
�� #P GZCORNG KU VJG EQPUVCPV GNCUVKEKV[ KPXGTUG FGOCPF HWPEVKQP HQT JQOQIGPQWU RTQFWEVU� R � 
SKSL�
�

ε��

YJGTG ε KU WPEGTVCKP� 2TQHKV CPF OCTIKPCN RTQHKVU CTG OQPQVQPG KP ε 
K�G� KV UCVKUH[ 
#���� DWV πε KU PQV EQPUVCPV�

�� 1PG KU GCUKN[ NGF VQ VJKPM VJCV UQOG XGTUKQP QH ,GPUGP	U KPGSWCNKV[ 
K�G�� HQT C EQPECXG WVKNKV[ HWPEVKQP

7='π? '7=π?� ECP DG CRRNKGF VQ VJKU RTQDNGO� *QYGXGT� GXGP VJQWIJ 7π=π? KU 
WPFGT TGCUQPCDNG

CUUWORVKQPU� C EQPXGZ VTCPUHQTOCVKQP� KV KU PQV OWNVKRNKGF D[ π DWV πU�

�� 0QVG VJCV VJKU FQGU PQV HQNNQY HTQO 2TQRQUKVKQP �� YJGTG VJG FKUVTKDWVKQP QH WPEGTVCKPV[ YCU JGNF EQPUVCPV

CPF VJG FGITGG QH TKUM CXGTUKQP YCU EJCPIGF� 6JKU KU VJG QRRQUKVG� VJG FGITGG QH TKUM CXGTUKQP KU JGNF EQPUVCPV

CPF VJG FKUVTKDWVKQP QH WPEGTVCKPV[ KU EJCPIGF� 0GKVJGT KU VJKU CP CRRNKECVKQP QH DCEMITQWPF TKUM CU KP 5GEVKQP

������ HQT TGCUQPU URGNNGF QWV KP #RRGPFKZ ��
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profits-conditional on the value of ε. The inequality is reversed for 0<iρ . In this special

case, where )(0
iF π  is degenerate, it is possible to relate SSD to best-response functions.

The next part of Appendix 2 shows that it is also possible to derive a relation between

)( ji sb  and )(ˆ ji sb , for the special case where ε also has two outcomes. Similar to the

degenerate case, )( ji sb > )(ˆ ji sb  when 0>iρ ; again with reversed inequality for 0<iρ .20

While it is possible to extend these examples beyond the 1;2, and 2;2 space (simply by

adding more ε's), a completely general treatment of SSD in oligopoly is likely to involve

some strong assumptions on the profit and marginal profit functions and/or the distribution of

uncertainty.21 Nevertheless, the analysis in this section suggests that for the rather flexible

class of profit functions that (I1) and (I2) represents, it is possible to say that an increase in

risk translates to best response functions in a way that confirms the basic intuition.

4. Discussion

In the paper assumptions were made to simplify the exposition and show the key effects of

risk aversion in oligopoly. It is now appropriate to discuss the robustness of the results, in

particular since an objective is to derive testable implications.

In the framework, only mild restrictions were made on utility functions (such as DARA

in Section 3.2 and, in addition, DAP in Section 3.3.1), and no restrictions on the distribution

of the uncertainty other than a bounded support consistent with a unique stable NE. On the

other hand, the assumption (A1) regarding how uncertainty enters in the profit function can be

more restrictive.

The main objection is that it is unclear which profit functions and forms of uncertainty

that comply with (A1), which, put simply, says that there is a strict ranking between profits

                                                          
�� 6JKU FQGU PQV HQNNQY HTQO VJG RTGXKQWU RCTCITCRJ� UKPEG VJG FKUVTKDWVKQPU QH OCTIKPCN RTQHKVU CPF OCTIKPCN

WVKNKVKGU CTG FKHHGTGPV�

�� # URGEKHKE GZCORNG YKVJ UVTCVGIKE UWDUVKVWVGU CPF FGOCPF WPEGTVCKPV[ JCU DGGP RTGXKQWUN[ CPCN[UGF D[

6GUUKQVQTG 
������
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and marginal profits in the realisation of uncertainty for all strategy choices.22 In fact, already

in the simplest examples ((I1) and (I2) in Section 3.1.1) there were two types of uncertainty

that did not satisfy (A1). First, additive uncertainty in the operating profits gives no relation

between profits and marginal profits. It is therefore irrelevant in the strategy choice. Second,

by multiplying operating profit with an uncertain factor, but leaving demand and cost

conditions unchanged, made the ranking dependent on firms' strategies. While this case is

interesting and can be dealt with, it can not be handled within the framework provided by

(A1). In the exposition, I have referred to uncertainty that relates to either demand, or cost

conditions. The question is then if the results are robust to different forms of demand and cost

uncertainty. It is argued that, for reasonable parameterisations, they are.

It is most important to verify that conclusions hold for cost uncertainty, where it was

argued that the predictions for (relatively) tangible variables (e.g., prices, quantities and

expected price-cost margins) were independent of factors such as whether firms are

competing in "quantities" or "prices". The intuition was that the more risk-averse firm, faced

with marginal cost uncertainty, has lower best response quantities and higher best response

prices (which implies low quantities), as to limit exposure to realisations where marginal costs

are high. To examine if the intuition is valid, let the total variable costs be ),( Cii qC ε  and the

marginal costs ),( Cii

q
qC i ε , where iq  is the quantity (in price competition it is

),( jiii ppDq = ). What (A1) requires is that, conditional on iq , realisations of Cε  with high

total variable costs also have high marginal costs. Formally, ),( Cii qC C ε
ε

 and ),( Cii

q
qC Ci εε

should have the same sign for all iq . Note first that (A1) holds trivially when Cε  refers to the

                                                          
�� 6JCV 
#�� JQNFU INQDCNN[ KU UVTQPIGT VJCP PGGFGF� KV KU UWHHKEKGPV VJCV KV JQNFU QXGT VJG TGNGXCPV UGV QH

UVTCVGIKGU� 6JG UCOG KU VTWG HQT VJG CUUWORVKQP QP INQDCN EQPECXKV[ QH VJG RTQHKV HWPEVKQP�
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level of an uncertain constant marginal cost, iCCii qqC εε =),( .23 More generally, for (A1) to

fail, it is necessary that the uncertainty amounts to a rotation of the marginal cost curve (i.e.,

marginal costs must be higher for some quantities but lower for others).24 These appear to be

contrived cases, and I therefore conclude that (A1) holds for any common form of cost

uncertainty.

Consider next the case of demand uncertainty, where risk aversion did not provide

definite predictions (i.e., independent of unobservables) on measurable variables. Here the

intuition was that a more risk-averse firm's best response quantity is lower and that its best

response price is also lower, since low prices, or low quantities, perform well in states where

demand is low. To analyse this more intricate case, write firm i's inverse demand and

marginal demand as ),,( Djii qqD ε  and ),,( Djii

q
qqD i ε , respectively. Under (A1),

),,( Djii qqD D εε
 and ),,( Djii

q
qqD Di εε

 are assumed to have the same sign. With demand

uncertainty, it is more difficult to rule out violations of (A1). One example is

jDiDDjii qfqbqqD )(),,( 0 εεε +−= , where 0)( >Df ε  and 0)( >D
Df εε

, which corresponds

to a situation where firm i is uncertain about the degree of product differentiation. On the

other hand, (A1) holds when Dε  enters in only once in the demand function. It is difficult to

judge whether uncertainty which, in effect, rotates demand is common in practice; the prior is

that (A1) remains the norm. However, the observation that the exact form of demand

uncertainty may influence outcomes merely reinforces the problems for empirical testing,

                                                          
�� 'SWCNN[ UVTCKIJVHQTYCTF KU VJG ECUG QH C OCTIKPCN EQUV HWPEVKQP QH VJG HQTO %K
SK�εE��CSKD
SK�M HQT M≠�

YJGTG εE TGHGTU VQ QPG QH C QT D� 0QVG� JQYGXGT� KPVTQFWEKPI KPETGCUKPI OCTIKPCN EQUVU KP C OQFGN YKVJ RTKEG

EQORGVKVKQP YKNN TCKUG KUUWGU TGICTFKPI VJG XGT[ GZKUVGPEG QH C RWTG UVTCVGI[ 0'� 9CODCEJ 
����� JCU TGEGPVN[

UJQYP VJCV RTKEG EQORGVKVKQP YKVJ JQOQIGPQWU RTQFWEVU CPF EQPUVCPV� DWV WPEGTVCKP� OCTIKPCN EQUVU JCU C 0'

KP RWTG UVTCVGIKGU� YKVJ RQUKVKXG GZRGEVGF RTKEG EQUV OCTIKPU YJGP HKTOU CTG TKUM�CXGTUG 
YKVJQWV TKUM CXGTUKQP�

RTKEGU HCNN VQ GZRGEVGF OCTIKPCN EQUVU�VJG $GTVTCPF RCTCFQZ�� 6JKU UGGOU VQ UWIIGUV VJCV YKVJ KPETGCUKPI

OCTIKPCN EQUVU� C RWTG UVTCVGI[ 0' ECP GZKUV YJGP HKTOU CTG TKUM�CXGTUG YJGTG KV YQWNF PQV QVJGTYKUG�

�� 1PG UWEJ GZCORNG KU C OCTIKPCN EQUV HWPEVKQP DεE
��εE�SK HQT D �� 6JKU TQVCVKQP XKQNCVGU 
#��� 1PG

OKIJV VCMG VJKU C UVGR HWTVJGT D[ CRRN[KPI FWCNKV[ VJGQT[ CPF CUM YJCV VJG WPFGTN[KPI RTQFWEVKQP HWPEVKQP NQQMU
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since the behaviour of risk-averse firms, even when (A1) holds, depends on whether they are

assumed to set prices or quantities.

Finally, the two paragraphs above relate to another restriction in the model, namely that

there is uncertainty about demand or costs. In many markets, however, there can be

uncertainty about both, and one would therefore need to examine their joint distribution. To

analyse this in detail is beyond the scope of the present paper. One remark can nevertheless be

made on the applicability of Proposition 1. Assume that the distributions are independent, and

each satisfies (A1) conditional on the realisation of the other. For quantity competition the

two sources work in the same direction ( 0>iρ  from both the demand and the cost source),

whereas with price competition it is necessary to examine the relative strength of two

opposing effects ( 0>iρ  from demand and 0<iρ  from costs).

5. Empirical implications and tests of the predictions

The main finding - for empirical testing - was that only in the case of marginal cost

uncertainty are the predictions on observable variables (prices, quantities, expected price-cost

margins) independent of whether firms compete in "prices" or "quantities". For marginal cost

uncertainty, competition between risk-averse firms is softer when firms are more risk-averse;

have higher fixed costs; have lower accumulated profits; and the more background risk they

face. In a more specific setting, with linear demand for differentiated products, more uncertain

cost conditions (in the second order stochastic dominance sense) reduce the intensity of

competition. For demand uncertainty, on the other hand, risk-aversion makes competition in

prices fiercer, but softens quantity competition, i.e. empirical predictions can only be made

conditional on the nature of competition. The issue is if the derived predictions are

sufficiently sharp to have empirical content. It is argued that they are, and I will conclude by

outlining some strategies to test the hypothesis that risk aversion influences the intensity of

competition.
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The above paragraph suggests that empirical tests should be directed towards markets

with significant cost uncertainty. To identify those, a simple measure can be based on the ratio

of the standard deviation to the mean for the most important input price. Alternatively, the

amount of cost uncertainty should be inversely related to the possibility to predict the input

price by time series methods (for example, in its most basic form, 1/R2 from an AR(1)

regression on the input price). Importantly, these two measures can be compared across

industries and markets, as well as over time periods. To find corresponding measures that

reflect demand uncertainty poses a greater challenge. In an inter-industry comparison, one is

probably forced to treat the industries where there is demand uncertainty, but little cost

uncertainty, as a control group for which theory gives no guidance. However, in an intra-

industry study, with either geographical and/or time series variation, it might be possible to

identify demand uncertainty by some intrinsically non-predictable variable such as weather

conditions. But again, the predictions are conditional on the nature of competition in so far it

can not be estimated.

To search for broad evidence of strategic effects of risk aversion it is useful to begin

with inter-industry (Structure-Conduct-Performance) studies, despite their well-known

limitations. First, some studies have tested if some measure of risk (often the standard

deviation of historical profits) is correlated with profitability at the firm and industry level. In

Schmalensee's (1989 p.973) survey, five studies report a positive, three an insignificant, and

two a negative correlation.25 To my knowledge, no study has attempted to split the sample

according to the nature of uncertainty as suggested here. Second, a common finding in cross

industry studies is that profitability is positively correlated with some measure of capital

requirements in the industry, Schmalensee (1989 p.978). This is often explained by the

presence of entry barriers, as large capital requirement is a proxy for large minimum efficient

scale. Risk aversion provides an alternative explanation - more fixed costs increase firms' risk

aversion and thereby softens competition (except in case of demand uncertainty and price

                                                          
�� 6JG UVWFKGU KPENWFG HKTOU VJCV CTG NCTIG CPF� RTGUWOCDN[� FKXGTUKHKGF YKVJ QRGTCVKQPU KP UGXGTCN KPFWUVTKGU
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competition). A test of this is to interact the fixed costs with one of the proposed measures of

cost uncertainty; a positive coefficient supports the risk aversion alternative.

By shifting attention to intra-industry studies, it is possible to more directly test the

hypothesis that risk aversion is a determinant of competition intensity. A large number of

studies employ time series variation in costs and demand to identify a firm's (or a group of

firms') behaviour by estimating a "conduct parameter", θ (see Bresnahan, 1989, for a

discussion and evidence from early studies, and Genesove and Mullin, 1998, for a particularly

instructive recent study). Under the hypothesis that risk aversion is important for firms'

behaviour, θ should vary with the degree of uncertainty as well as with the amount of fixed

costs. To be able to identify this, the sample must include periods where the underlying

cost/demand conditions are unusually uncertain, or an exogenous change in fixed costs. If

changes in the intensity of competition can be detected in such periods then this is indicative

of risk-averse behaviour.26 I am not aware of any study that has parameterised θ to be a

function of the degree of uncertainty or fixed costs. Furthermore, by taking θ literally (i.e., not

merely as a measure of the degree of market power), the estimated value of θ provides

information about the nature of competition. This suggests that one can perform joint tests of

θ and the type of uncertainty. For example, if the estimated θ is in the range where implied

behaviour is Cournot competition with homogenous products, then periods with more demand

uncertainty should be less competitive. Another line of single industry studies relates price

levels in different geographical markets to the intensity of competition, but without estimating
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any θ. This method can only be used to test the predictions outlined here insofar as the degree

of uncertainty differs across markets.27

In the paper it was also shown that strategic investments have additional effects when

they increase fixed costs. Take the most straightforward case, where incumbent firms faced by

the threat of entry can commit to unfavourable post-entry conditions by investing in capacity

to reduce their marginal costs. Under the hypothesis that firms are risk-averse, such capacity

investments may prove less effective since increased fixed costs also raise risk aversion and

thus change post-entry competition. A prediction is that ceteris paribus uncertain cost

conditions (measured by factor prices) makes it less likely that firms make strategic

investments in capacity. The empirical evidence on strategic use of capacity is scarce, despite

the strategy's intuitive appeal. For example, in Lieberman's (1987) seminal study of capacity

investments in 38 chemical industries (where strategic investments should be effective if

anywhere), only in a handful of cases did firms appear to use capacity in order to deter entry.

The limited evidence can be explained by risk aversion, but may also be attributed to several

other factors (informational asymmetries, co-ordination failures among incumbents, free-

riding problems).

It was shown that the intensity of competition is partly determined by firms'

accumulated profits - firms being less willing to accept risks when their wealth levels are low.

One interpretation is that firms' wealth levels are low in when demand has been low for some

time. By identifying such periods with recessions suggests that risk aversion will leave a trace

in the intensity of competition over the business cycle. The implications are most easily

illustrated when demand varies but in a predictable way such that only costs are uncertain.

After a period with low demand, firms' willingness to accept risk will be low, and this will

soften competition in the sense that firms raise prices or reduce their quantities. Conversely,
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in booms competition among risk-averse firms will be fiercer with, relatively, lower prices or

higher quantities. In markets with cost uncertainty, risk aversion thus produces a distinct

pattern of prices and quantities over the business cycle. In particular, there will also be a

counter-cyclical tendency in price-cost margins. However, the same statement can not be

made for demand uncertainty without information on the nature of competition. This relates to

a long ranging debate on whether the intensity of competition is pro- or counter-cyclical.

Some of the alternative explanations for why margins can have a counter-cyclical tendency

include the temptation to deviate from implicitly collusive arrangements in booms

(Rotemberg and Saloner, 1986); inflows of new customers in booms (Bils, 1989); and

liquidity constraints in recessions (Chevalier and Scharfstein, 1996, and Gottfries, 1991). The

test of risk aversion against the set of alternatives would rely on differences in the pattern of

margins over the business cycle between markets with significant cost uncertainty and others

markets.
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Appendix 1

First-order condition with (approximately) normally distributed profits and marginal profits

The purpose of this appendix is to provide an alternative formulation of a risk-averse firm's

first-order condition that in some applications can prove more tractable. As shown in Section

2, the first-order condition can be written as
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Compared to the main text, the new assumption is that iπ  and i

siπ  are bivariate normal
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where iρ  is the correlation coefficient defined by
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Note that this is a different iρ  than that discussed in the main text, which just referred to a

correlation between profits and marginal profits - not the correlation coefficient in (A1.2).

It is well known that the assumption of normality of payoffs gives a mean - variance

model, since third and higher moments are zero. However, under the assumption of normal

distribution (and any other distribution with unbounded support) there is a positive probability

that profits and marginal profits are either infinitely positive or negative. Nevertheless, even if

the distribution is not exactly normal it may for practical purposes be a good approximation to

the true distribution over the relevant range.28
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Under (A1.1), Steins lemma can be applied by which29
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The Arrow-Pratt measure of global absolute risk aversion is
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Combining (2), (A1.3), and (A1.4) yields the first-order conditions
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To my knowledge, no previous works have stated the first-order conditions as (A1.5). In

words, the first-order condition states that the expected marginal operating profit should equal

the absolute risk aversion times the covariance of profits and marginal profits. The Arrow-

Pratt measure of absolute risk aversion is positive under the assumption of risk aversion (and

zero under risk-neutrality). Note that for 0)( >ii Wr  the expected marginal profit has to be

strictly positive to satisfy (A1.5) when 0>iρ , and strictly negative when 0<iρ . For

additional results see Asplund (1995).

The drawback of (A1.5) is, apart for its reliance on the normal distribution, is that

)( ii Wr  can't be used to compare the risk aversion generated by different concave utility

functions, as shown by Kihlstrom et al. (1981). To compare one needs to impose certain

restrictions on the class of utility functions.
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Appendix 2

This appendix shows, by way of a simple example based on (I1) and (I2) in section 3.1.1, that

a SSD relation can be sufficient to make inferences on the best response functions.

Part 1: Relation between best response strategies when )(0
iF π  SSD )(1

iF π , and )(0
iF π  is

degenerate.
The important parts of profit functions (I1) and (I2) can be rewritten as
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where ε refers to either b0>0, b1<0, c>0, or b2<0 in (I1') and b2>0 in (I2'). To reason behind the

reformulation is to assure that profit is increasing the realisation of ε, 0),,( >επε
ji ssi .

The marginal profits profits are then
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Introduce a new distribution of uncertainty ε'=ε+z with Ez=0 and Ez|ε. The profit

functions corresponding to (I1') and (I2') can, due to linearity in ε, be formulated as

),,(),,(),,()',,( zsssszssss jiijiijiijii κεπεπεπ +=+= , (A2.1)

and the marginal profit
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κ is a function that is independent of ε, but whose functional form depends on where

uncertainty enters (i.e., whether b0, b1, b2, or c is uncertain). Note that 0),,( >zss jii
zκ .

For ease of reference, firm i's first order conditions, as stated in Section 3.3.2, are
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To simplify notation, suppress the strategies in the functions and concentrate on the

realisations. Further, consider the simplest case where ε can take only two values ε  and

εε > . Let z also have two outcomes, 0<−z  and −+ > zz .30 Then it follows that
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and
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By conditioning on the value of ε, the conditional best-response functions are )|( εji sb

and )|(ˆ εji sb . In this case firm i faces no uncertainty with profit function ),,( επ jii ss  (i.e.,

)(0
iF π  is degenerate) while the uncertainty in z remains with )',,( επ jii ss . The first-order

condition (4), conditional on ε, is then simply
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It will be proved that )|( εji sb  can not satisfy (5), therefore we make the assumption

that )|(ˆ εji sb = )|( εji sb  in which case (5) is
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where the second equality follows from (A2.5). By partitioning (A2.6)
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where the second equality follows from the fact that there is no uncertainty in the parts. Here,

note why the problem of comparing (4) and (5) can not be treated as a background risk: the

distributions of ),,( zss jiiκ  and ),,( zss ji
i

i

s
κ  depend on the choice of is , as opposed to the

background risk whose distribution was independent of is .

Next, applying (A2.3) and (A2.4) to (A2.7) yields
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Now consider the relation between )(ziκ  and )(zi

siκ . By construction, higher z increases

)(ziκ . Hence there are two cases: 1) )(zi

siκ  increases in z, or 2) )(zi

siκ  decreases in z. The

first case corresponds to 0>iρ  (a positive correlation between profits and marginal profits)

and the second to 0<iρ . Take the first case as an example and note that 0)( <−zE iκ  we get
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By 0)( <−zE i

siκ  we have
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Hence, we have showed that )|(ˆ εji sb = )|( εji sb  results in a negative first order condition

(A2.6) for 0>iρ . It is straightforward to verify that concavity of the profit function requires

that )|(ˆ εji sb < )|( εji sb  when 0>iρ . The only difference for 0<iρ  is that 0)( >−zE i

siκ ,

which implies that )|(ˆ εji sb > )|( εji sb . Q.E.D.
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Part 2: Relation between best response strategies when )(0
iF π  SSD )(1

iF π , and )(0
iF π  is

non-degenerate.

As in the previous part, we wish to show that )( ji sb  which satisfy (4) can't satisfy the first-

order condition (5) therefore assume that it does. Partitioning the first-order condition (5)

gives
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(A2.11)

Applying (A2.3) and (A2.4), (A2.11) is equivalent to
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(A2.12)

After some manipulations (A2.12) can be written as
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(A2.13)

Again there are two cases depending on the sign of iρ . To analyse (A2.13), note that

0)( <−zE iκ . For 0>iρ , 0)( <−zE i

siκ , 0)( >επ i

siE , and 0)( <επ i

siE . It follows then that

each row in (A2.13) is negative and so is, of course, the entire expression. Hence, we have

proved that )( ji sb  can't satisfy (5). For 0>iρ  0)( >−zE i

siκ , 0)( <επ i

siE , and 0)( >επ i

siE

such that each row is positive.

The conclusion from applying the concavity of the profit function mirrors that from the

conditional best-response functions: )( ji sb > )(ˆ ji sb  when 0>iρ  and )( ji sb < )(ˆ ji sb  when

0<iρ . Q.E.D.



Figure 1A. Best response functions and Nash equilibria for strategic substitutes. The best

response function )(ˆ ji sb  corresponds to a more risk-averse firm i than )( ji sb .
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Figure 1B. Best response functions and Nash equilibria for strategic complements. The best

response functions )(ˆ ji sb  correspond to a more risk-averse firm i than )( ji sb .
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